Foreword
The Federal Government uses information technology to great effect across its many
missions in service to America’s citizens, warfighters and national interest. As has been
made clear, however, there is a gap in power and productivity between Government IT and
IT across the private sector. The TechAmerica Foundation established the Commission on
Government Technology Opportunity in the 21st Century (GTO-21) in July 2010 to help
close this gap by recommending improvements to the procurement and development of
major IT systems by Government and industry. The commission comprises 31 senior
leaders from industry and academia with many years of IT and Federal acquisition
experience.
We, the members of the Commission, are pleased to present to the Federal IT community
this report of the results of our work. Many of the ideas contained in this report have been
drawn from interviews conducted with IT executives and managers in Government and
industry, and we thank all of them for their support.
The commission recognizes that a significant consensus of high-level recommendations
regarding Federal IT acquisition already exists but has not been sufficiently acted on. We
have thus chosen to focus our efforts on identifying specific, practical actions that OMB,
Federal agencies and industry can take to overcome obstacles that could thwart the
implementation of our recommendations.
We welcome the opportunity to provide additional information about our findings and
recommendations, and we look forward to continuing to support our common goal of
maximizing the Federal Government’s return on its IT investment.
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Executive Summary
Opportunity
A few decades ago information technology meant isolated mainframe computers
automating routine data processing tasks. Today it means interconnected networks of
laptops, servers, smartphones and satellites enabling unprecedented levels of
collaboration, creativity and responsiveness. Driven by rapid increases in capacity and
capability, IT has transformed everything the Government does, from processing student
loans to processing satellite imagery, from battlefield management to financial
management. The power and pervasiveness of IT has had a profound impact, not just on
the Government, but on the economy as a whole. For example, productivity in the U.S. grew
more than 70% faster in the last 15 years than it did in the previous 15-year period, and
many economists credit IT with the lion’s share of that increase.
In the coming decades of the 21st century, IT will continue to be a transformational force.
Such new and emerging technologies as cloud computing, downloadable apps, social
networking, wireless broadband and intelligent search engines have the potential to
further and perhaps dramatically raise the ability of agencies across the Federal
Government to perform their missions.

Hard Problems
Will the Government be able to realize the potential benefits that 21st century IT will offer?
This is one of the most serious management challenges facing the Government today.
During the past 10 years, the Government has invested more than $600 billion in IT
systems. Many of the systems developed with that money are performing very well. On the
other hand, there are areas in the Government’s “IT portfolio” that are underperforming:
 As Federal CIO Vivek Kundra and others have pointed out, many Government
workers are still using systems that are far less capable than those used by their
counterparts in industry or those that they themselves use at home
 The Federal IT Dashboard gives a red rating to 7% of 794 current major IT
investments
 Some major projects have had such problems with cost, schedule or performance
that they have been canceled without ever being deployed
The problems in completing a major IT project successfully can be formidable. The
complexity of the processes to be supported, volume of data, number of users, connections
to other systems and security and privacy concerns can all pose significant technical and
management challenges. And the Government is not alone in sometimes having difficulty
with its IT investments—the private sector has had its share as well. Nevertheless, citizen
needs, the national interest and obligations to the taxpayer make finding ways to develop
major IT projects more effectively an important priority.
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Recommendations, Obstacles and Actions
We have identified a set of four mutually reinforcing recommendations that we believe
have the highest potential for producing near-term improvements in the way the
Government acquires major IT systems. Key to the development of these recommendations
are the interviews and consultations we conducted with 103 IT executives and managers in
Government and industry.
Our recommendations are:
 Develop a Professional Program Management Capability. Program management
is the single most important skill in the successful acquisition of complex IT systems.
Every major acquisition should start with the full-time assignment of a single,
knowledgeable and authoritative program manager who sees the project through to
completion. The program manager’s top priority should be aligning the acquisition’s
IT strategy with mission/business requirements. To increase the pool of individuals
qualified to step into this role, the Government should, among other steps, make
program management a formal career track and, with support from industry,
establish a Program Management Leadership Academy.
 Promote Agile/Incremental Development. While not a panacea for IT acquisition,
the iterative, incremental and collaborative processes of agile development will
significantly raise the Government’s return on its IT investment. It will do this by
engaging with users more effectively, deploying capability more quickly and keeping
better pace with rapid advancements in such technologies as cloud computing and
software as a service. Making the shift to increased use of agile/incremental
development will be a challenge for industry as well as the Government. Key actions
that we recommend for meeting that challenge are defining a common framework,
sharing best practices and aligning industry capabilities to support the new process.
 Strengthen Risk Management. The consequences of ineffective risk management
are all too apparent when major acquisitions exceed their budgets by hundreds of
millions of dollars or miss their scheduled deployment by many years. To ensure
that this critical discipline has an active “owner,” the Government should establish
an Independent Risk Review role on major acquisitions. This role should be filled by
a third party not affiliated with either the agency managing the project or the prime
contractor supporting it.
 Enhance Internal and External Engagement. The need for better engagement,
collaboration and communication between Government and industry was cited by
78% of the Government-experienced IT leaders we interviewed, more than any
other topic. However, the trend in recent years has been in the opposite direction.
We recommend a number of actions to reverse this trend, including asking OMB to
endorse the value of FAR compliant communication with industry in a memo to
senior personnel across the Government. Equally important, acquisition teams need
to engage more effectively with end users to ensure that the systems delivered meet
the users’ mission/business needs. Moving to more frequent use of agile
development is one way of doing this.
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Figure 1 shows where in our report each of these
recommendations is discussed.

Figure 1. GTO-21 Recommendations

As we expected, these recommendations have
much in common with those given in the prior
reports on Federal IT that we began our research
with, some of which are more than 10 years old.
We thus came to the conclusion that the key
challenge facing the Federal IT community—
contractors as well as Government agencies—is
not so much knowing what needs to change as it
is identifying how to make those changes happen.
It is this question of “How?” that forms the crux of
our report.
To answer that question, we identified the principal obstacles to the implementation of our
recommendations. We then developed a set of 33 practical actions that OMB, individual
agencies and industry can take to overcome those obstacles. These obstacles and
implementation actions are summarized in Figure 2.
Figure 2. Actions to Overcome Obstacles to Implementation
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Additional Findings
Our interviews and analysis revealed a set of principles and observations that provides an
important context for our recommendations and implementation actions. These include:
 Manage for mission/business results—Ultimately, IT systems are simply a means
to the end of enabling users to do their jobs better
 Executive sponsorship is vital—Overcoming the obstacles and challenges
confronting the acquisition of a major IT system requires a sustained commitment
by senior leadership
 One size does not fit all—No single process or approach applies equally well
across the domain of major IT programs
 Get the right people on the bus—Committed, qualified leaders and staff are the
first essential of success in the acquisition of complex systems
 The tools are there—The existing set of laws, policies and procedures provides
ample resources and flexibility for taking the actions recommended in this report
 Technology is always changing—The accelerating pace of change in commercial
IT requires that Government and Federal IT contractors work continuously to stay
aligned with those changes
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Section 1 – Introduction
This report of the Commission on Government Technology Opportunity in the 21st Century
(GTO-21) provides, from the perspective of leading Federal IT contractors and academics
in the field of Federal procurement, recommendations regarding how Government and
industry can improve the way major IT systems are procured and developed. It is
organized as follows:
 The Executive Summary provides an overview of our recommendations and
approach
 Section 1 sets the context of the report and summarizes the Commission’s focus and
approach
 Section 2 discusses our four recommendations, obstacles to their implementation,
actions for overcoming those obstacles, the benefits that the recommendations will
produce and performance measures for assessing their impact
 Section 3 presents a table of action milestones for promoting the implementation of
our recommendations
 Section 4 concludes the report
 The separately bound Appendix summarizes selected past reports and articles
related to Federal IT acquisition

Context
The Federal Government applies IT on a scale and range unrivaled by any other
organization in the world. From geographic information systems used to monitor
hazardous waste sites to intelligence systems used to search hundreds of thousands of
hours of video to support warfighters in Afghanistan, from financial systems supporting $3
trillion in annual expenditures to human resource systems managing a civilian and military
workforce of over 4 million, the Government uses thousands of complex and interrelated IT
applications to provide essential services to the citizens of the United States.
Nevertheless, there is a significant gap between the level of IT available to many of those
citizens and the level available throughout much of the Government, from senior leaders to
line employees. Teenagers across the country use smartphones to organize every aspect of
their lives; start-up companies use software available over the web to set up financial
systems in a matter of days; large corporations continuously refresh mission-critical
applications to take advantage of the latest advances in processing power, storage capacity,
network bandwidth and application functionality. In all these areas, the Government lags
behind.
Sometimes the problem is more than just lagging behind: 55 major IT acquisitions totaling
$3 billion in FY2010 investment are currently rated red overall on the Federal IT
Dashboard. Some very large—and very prominent—acquisitions have failed or been
cancelled after hundreds of millions of dollars and years of work have been invested in
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them. While red and failed programs are not typical of Federal IT acquisitions, any waste of
taxpayer dollars is unacceptable. This is especially true in a time of economic difficulty and
large budget deficits.
More widespread than outright failures are increases in cost and delays in schedule. The IT
Dashboard currently identifies 142 major investments as yellow for cost and 138 as yellow
for schedule. Even when a system ultimately functions effectively, delays and cost growth
undermine the return on investment for the taxpayer and the end user.

Focus
It is the goal of the GTO-21 Commission to provide recommendations for improving the
Government’s return on its IT investment. More than that, we identify the obstacles to
implementing our recommendations and further recommend specific actions that
Government and industry can take to overcome those obstacles.
In order to maximize the effectiveness of our effort, we have sharply focused its scope on a
single, high-impact type of IT acquisition: major application development projects. It would
be valuable to apply an industry/university perspective to other types of IT acquisition,
such as infrastructure (data centers, networking, managed services) or small application
development and governance, but we have not addressed these here. Similarly, the
acquisition of major new IT systems is often intertwined with business transformation, but
we have kept our focus on IT and have not directly addressed that topic.

Approach
The approach we have taken is laid out in Figure 1-1.
Figure 1-1. GTO-21 Approach
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We began with two sources of information:
 Interviews and consultations with 103 senior IT and acquisition executives and
managers in Government, Federal industry and commercial industry (see the
Acknowledgements)
 Existing analysis and recommendations from 40 reports and articles on Federal IT
acquisition (summarized in the Appendix )
The interviews and consultations yielded some 150 ideas for improving major acquisitions,
ranging from very broad (“Be transparent”) to very specific (“Allow investments to be
treated as iterative Statement of Objective activities in table 1.c.1 of Exhibit 300”).
Figure 1-2. Top Five Priorities of
The top five responses we received from
Government-Experienced Interviewees
interviewees with senior Government IT
Percentage Discussed
experience are shown in Figure 1-2.
Drawing on existing analyses, we
consolidated and synthesized these ideas,
and we assessed their potential for
improving the Government’s return on
investment for major IT acquisitions. This
assessment was based on the impact an idea
would have on:
 Improving mission or business
process results
 Getting systems into the field faster
 Fixing troubled projects faster
 Making systems more affordable
 Keeping pace with advancing
technology
 Enhancing compliance and
transparency

Priority
Improve Informal
Communication With
Industry

Citing

In Section

78%

2.4

Deliver IT
Incrementally

48%

2.2

Engage End Users
Throughout the
Development Process

43%

2.4

Cross-Train IT,
Procurement, and
Program Staff

39%

2.1

Incentivize Process
Change to Minimize
COTS Customization

39%

2.2

Selected assessments are shown in Figure 1-3.
Through this process, we arrived at the four recommendations presented in Section 2.
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Figure 1-3. Assessment of Representative Interview Responses

Root-Cause Analysis
Many studies have been performed to answer the question of why Federal projects fail.
Notable among these are Martin Cobb’s Paradox (presentation at the Standish Group’s
CHAOS University, 1995) and a subsequent analysis of Cobb’s Paradox by Lt. Col. Joseph W.
Carl, USAF (Ret.) and Col. George Richard Freeman, USAFR (Ret.) (“Nonstationary Root
Causes of Cobb’s Paradox”, Defense Acquisition University, 2010). Cobb's Paradox states
that we know why software projects fail, we know what we should do to avoid failure in the
future, but for unexplained reasons we don't do it.
It is to address this phenomenon that we have focused much of our attention on identifying
specific actions to overcome obstacles that could impede the implementation of our
recommendations. To help identify these obstacles, we applied a root cause analysis based
on the work of Cobb and Carl and Freeman to our four recommendations. This analysis is
shown in Figure 1-4.
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Figure 1-4. Root Cause Analysis Applied to GTO-21 Recommendations
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Section 2 – Recommendations
2.1

Develop a Professional Program Management Capability

Improving the processes that facilitate the procurement and execution of Federal IT
programs can only be realized by first addressing the leadership capability of the program
managers who oversee these programs.
Successful completion of complex IT acquisitions begins with the assignment of an
experienced and qualified program manager who leads the program from the beginning of
the procurement phase through the execution of the program, including involvement in
acquisition strategy and source selection.
As one interviewee so aptly noted:
“Strong program managers have overcome poor requirements, aggressive
milestones, limited resources and constrained processes to deliver mission
capability, while processes have not been able to compensate for a poor program
manager even with clear requirements and sufficient resources.”
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Figure 2-1 presents an overview of our recommendation for developing a professional
program management capability, showing the obstacles that stand in the way and the
actions that OMB, individual agencies and industry can take to overcome those obstacles.

Figure 2-1. Implementation Actions for Developing a Professional
Program Management Capability
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2.1.1 Obstacles
A variety of obstacles impede the development of a professional program management
capability across the Government. These include:
Program Management Not Treated as a Key Discipline. One of the main obstacles is that
there is no formally recognized, Government-wide career path for IT program managers.
Thus, even for major acquisitions, program managers are often selected in an ad hoc way.
Often they are selected after the acquisition has been planned and budgeted and a prime
contractor chosen, and often no one manager sees the acquisition through to completion.
There is a lack of reward and recognition for outstanding performance and, in fact, time
spent in program management can harm a manager’s career development, because
program management is generally not a recognized part of any career path. Finally, there is
an inadequate delineation of the skills and expertise needed for successful program
management and a concomitant lack of training, certification and sharing of best practices
and lessons learned.
Understaffing of Critical Management Skills. The available pool of qualified personnel is
inadequate for both program managers and key subordinate positions in all three of the
principal domains engaged in a major acquisition—mission/business function, IT and
procurement. As a result, personnel in these pools are asked to support multiple
acquisitions, even if one or more of them is a major effort. One senior government
executive we interviewed recalled the program manager on a key acquisition who was
asked whether he was dedicated to that project and finding out that he was managing eight
other projects as well.
Insufficient Cross-Domain Knowledge. The ideal program manager for a major IT
acquisition would have thorough knowledge of the mission or business domain that the
system supports and the technology that the system will employ. In actual practice,
program managers come from one domain or the other and typically have very limited
knowledge of the other side of the effort. Similarly, other key members of the IT,
mission/business and procurement organizations who are supporting the acquisition often
make decisions without sufficiently understanding how those decisions impact the project
in domains beyond their purview.
“Color of Money” Restrictions. Part of an effective program management capability is the
ability to respond to unforeseen situations by making trade-offs among internal milestones
and priorities in order to achieve overall cost, schedule and performance objectives.
Particularly for DoD IT systems, color-of-money restrictions—between capital and O&M
accounts, for example—can prevent a program manager from making these “tactical” types
of trade-offs. But Congress is reluctant to allow funding to be programmed without
specifying particular accounts because that could hinder its oversight function.
A Focus on Delivering Technology Rather Than Results. Too many RFPs for major IT
acquisitions focus on system specifications and say little or nothing about the mission or
business results that the system is meant to produce. This sets up a process in which it is
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possible to deliver a system that meets all of the specifications but has no positive impact
on the users’ ability to perform their mission or function.
Complex Compliance/Oversight Process. Program managers across the Government
spend a significant portion of their time addressing what one civil CIO describes as a
“convoluted” process that challenges even the “best of the best.” On the DoD side, the
reduction of process burdens is a key area being looked at by the IT Acquisition Task Force
in its response to the requirements of the 2010 National Defense Authorization Act.

2.1.2 Actions
The following actions will fortify the capabilities of program managers and other key
acquisition leaders, help remove impediments to focusing on mission and business results
and in general support the development of a professional program management capability
across the Government.
Assign a Single Dedicated, Knowledgeable and Authoritative Program Manager from
Start to Finish. A single person should be assigned to manage the program from “end to
end.” For major programs, it is crucial that the individual be dedicated and assigned to that
program alone. Recognizing that each agency has a different model for resourcing and
implementing IT programs, if the program manager comes from the IT organization, it is
critical that the individual understand the mission, function and domain of the program
supported. Conversely, if the manager is from the program/mission side, he or she must
have a strong technical background with a working knowledge of the IT technologies that
could be implemented for the mission requirements. Finally, the program manager must be
at a senior enough level within the organization to assign resources and make timely
decisions.
The qualifications for these leaders would include but go beyond formal certifications,
encompassing the ability to:
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Clearly define and articulate vision and mission requirements



Align mission needs and desired business results with program requirements



Inspire diverse stakeholders around a common vision



Institute a program strategy that identifies and secures the resources necessary to
meet program requirements (budget, schedule, mission need, staffing)



Organize subject matter experts, technical experts, users and contractor personnel
into an effective team and manage interfaces across these groups



Lead a governance process to deal with potential problems, issues and disputes;
manage negotiations on issues where necessary



Understand the technologies applicable to the project



Engage with customers, industry and end users early and often throughout the
lifecycle to understand possible solutions and constraints
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Exercise discipline on requirements “creep”



Communicate and engage to sustain “buy-in” of program direction



Set realistic expectations



Have the courage to make difficult decisions

The effectiveness of even the most capable program manager can be reduced by heavy
process burdens. Streamlining process requirements wherever possible is an important
aspect of maximizing the mission/business results that the Government can receive from a
professional IT program management capability. One specific action to take in this regard is
to unify the compliance functions for a program into a single compliance board. This action
is also discussed in paragraph 2.3.2 as part of our recommendation to strengthen risk
management.
Create a Formal Program Management Career Track. One of the CIOs we interviewed
clearly made the point that having “qualified, experienced and dedicated Government staff
in the PMO is the single most important ingredient for success.” Strengthening the
Government’s capacity in this regard should begin with program managers. The
Government should build upon the 2210 job code for program managers within the IT
category to establish a career track that establishes financial and career advancement
incentives for mastery-level Government program managers in general (and not just for IT)
as well as certifications/designations to distinguish this cadre across Federal agencies.
Additionally, as recommended by an interviewee with senior Government experience,
program managers should be encouraged and incentivized to rotate between acquisition
and program teams as a part of the career track between GS12 – GS14.
Since these recommendations can be implemented only at the Deputy Secretary level, this
issue must be discussed and considered by the President’s Management Council, chaired by
the OMB Deputy Director for Management. Involvement of CIO, CFO and CAO Councils is
also important, but it is crucial to note that if these Councils alone “own” these changes,
they will not occur. We also suggest that the Deputy Director for Management at OMB
establish a body bringing together frontline program managers on an ongoing basis to
provide OMB with advice and feedback on initiatives to improve program management.
Departmental program management councils should be established to advise the Deputy
Secretary and other officials, including newly-appointed program managers, to share best
practices and to act as independent review boards of submitted program management
plans with the authority to issue corrective actions.
OMB should also work with OPM to establish training, certification and job classifications
for program managers. This could involve establishing:
 A communication plan advocating program management as a valued career path
 A policy of issuing appointment letters to program managers, program executives
and program executive officers
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Curriculum and certification program in program management
Performance awards/incentives in program management at the Secretary or Deputy
Secretary levels and appropriate levels below
An IT track should be included in the Presidential Management Fellows Program

As programs become more focused on business results, it will be critical to identify and
develop the top program manager talent to appropriately assign to program missions.
There is an industry best practice in which high potential leadership talent is identified to
executive levels within companies with specific plans to provide strategic learning
opportunities, program and technical experiences to position leaders for increasing levels
of responsibility. The practice is also leveraged to fortify succession plans and to
institutionalize desired program leadership behaviors.
Establish a Program Management Leadership Academy. The Government should
establish a Program Manager Leadership Academy that includes training, certifications,
and a rigorous residency program in which program managers are partnered with more
experienced leaders for mentorship in program management. As one Government IT
professional commented in an interview, “one does not seek medical care from a doctor
who only completed studies and never fulfilled a residency training under an experienced
physician.” Likewise program managers for major IT programs should not be assigned
based on certifications without demonstrated experience working under the leadership of
successful program managers. This concept would build upon the foundational program
manager career track, but, should include mentoring with an assigned senior program
manager, joint training with industry, rotational assignments, business simulations and
instruction in skills such as: requirements development, performance measurement, teambuilding, critical thinking, acquisition, financial management, negotiations and
stakeholder/industry collaboration.
Develop a Reward and Recognition System for Outstanding Program Leadership. The
Government should establish performance awards/incentives in program management. As
recommended by a study on program management conducted by the Council for Excellence
in Government, this would include: establishing a policy of issuing appointment letters to
program managers, program executives and program executive orders and establishing
performance awards at the Secretary or Deputy Secretary levels. The importance of this
action is also endorsed by a GAO report on IT entitled “Best Practices Can Improve
Performance and Produce Results” (1996):
With proper incentives and encouragement, agency managers can be
expected to surface problems early and move towards management
resolution before huge sums of money are expended.
Assign a Dedicated, Integrated, Cross-Functional Program Team. While the capability
of the program manager is essential to program success, it is also important that he or she
is surrounded by a team of dedicated experienced professionals in their respective
functional areas. Each functional team member, whether financial management,
procurement, IT or the mission area, must have the level of experience and knowledge
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required to work within the processes of his or her discipline to align with
mission/business needs, engage with stakeholders, anticipate and overcome program
hurdles, define and implement risk mitigation strategies and effectively communicate
needs to meet the program mission. As with the program manager, team members must be
dedicated throughout the acquisition to address knowledge transfer and to facilitate
continuity and consistency of Government personnel.
Cross-Train the IT, Mission, Financial Management and Acquisition Leadership Team
Members. In conjunction with assigning a dedicated team of professionals to the program,
we noted in our interviews that the more successful program teams had members who had
a good understanding and/or experience with the other functions within the program
team. We recommend that the mission/domain, IT, financial management and acquisition
leaders should each be cross-trained in the others’ disciplines. The establishment of the
Leadership Academy above will foster some aspects of this for program managers;
however, there should also be a level of rotational assignment among functional team
members to foster breadth of experience. Agencies should seek to create, for example,
financial management and IT leaders who have worked in program offices, functional
personnel who have been end users, and procurement professionals who have experience
acquiring IT systems.
Actively Use Technology to Foster a Program Management Community. The CIO
Council is considering a recommendation to create a program management portal at
CIO.gov. That recommendation should be adopted. Such a portal would be a powerful tool
for sharing best practices and lessons learned that today are too often relegated to an
isolated disk drive or bookshelf. But more than that, OMB should actively work to bring
Government-wide experience and insights onto the portal by encouraging Government and
industry managers to post lessons learned at the completion of every major acquisition,
and if appropriate, at the completion of key milestones along the way. An application to
allow those who read such a posting and finding it helpful to indicate that they “liked” the
posting or to comment on it would both direct other users to the most-helpful posts and
provide recognition for posters who add value to the community. In addition, the portal
should make available social media tools such as blogs, wikis and personal pages to
promote more informal communications among program managers, and perhaps should
include industry program managers as well. Finally, OMB should leverage the IT Dashboard
and TechStat evaluations to identify both talent and practices that can provide experiences
for the Leadership Academy.
Align IT Strategy with Mission Requirements. Most of the program management actions
we are recommending involve “getting the right people on the bus”: the early assignment of
qualified, experienced program management staff dedicated full-time to the project. But
another essential element of effectively managing complex IT acquisitions is that the
process must begin with a clear definition/understanding of the “to be” mission
environment and/or mission goals. Additionally, there must be a clear understanding of the
criteria to be used to measure program success. The IT strategy must then be aligned to
support these goals. This is the most critical step to deliver value from IT.
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Starting with a clear definition of the “to be” mission/business environment and/or
mission goals provides both the business case and the compelling reason to act. For
programs using agile/incremental development (discussed in Section 2.2), the to-be
definition is the framework for determining the capabilities that will be delivered in each
increment.
Most important, the to-be definition becomes the vision that senior executives use to
communicate why the new program is needed and what is expected; while the budgeting
process and other similar mechanisms become the enabler to deliver on the vision. It also
provides a framework for determining important decisions, including:
 Metrics for measuring outcomes
 What change is required to operations to implement new environment
 What requirements are really critical and which ones would be merely “nice to
have”
 How to determine the relative value of proposed solutions
 The IT approach best suited to producing mission/business results
 The value of changes in a program after award, specifically focused on measuring
mission success and not process success
Following this approach will position the program to meet the criteria for success outlined
by the Standish Group and widely applied throughout the Government.
Seamless Transition from Capture Team to Execution. Industry must commit to deliver
the personnel it bids. Program managers and other key personnel need to be involved
during the capture phase, so that they begin the program with a full understanding of the
contractor’s proposed approach.
Match Industry Program Manager Capability with Program Mission/Lifecycle. While
we believe that it is imperative for the Government’s program manager to lead the
acquisition from start to finish, the situation is somewhat different with the prime
contractor’s program manager. As a program moves from one phase of its lifecycle to
another—such as from development to O&M, for example—often the prime contractor will
be able to provide more effective support by assigning a new program manager whose
skills and experience better align with the new phase. Industry must be willing to make
these changes in the best interests of the program.

2.1.3 Benefits
The benefit of focusing on the development of the program managers to lead IT programs
will be to promote and institutionalize the other recommendations to follow in this report,
while building a culture that willingly engages in innovation, efficiency and transparency in
the delivery of business results. Such performance based management of programs, will
lead to early detection of program risks and the delivery of capability aligned with end-user
expectations.
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2.1.4 Performance Measures
The true measure of success for program management capability is the improved cost,
schedule, and mission performance of IT programs. Performance measures would include
increased collaboration among acquisition, IT and mission teams, along with a decrease in
the number of at-risk programs. At the program level, a direct correlation between
program and program manager performance ensures true accountability for program
success (e.g., strategic goals linked with performance objectives). Other potential
performance measures include:
 The Government’s return on IT investment
 Government cost savings/avoidance through IT efficiencies (e.g., Green IT)
 Improvement of Government staff skills accompanied by rate of retention
 Efforts taken to improve efficiency and reduce waste
 Program environmental, safety and health performance
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2.2

Promote Agile/Incremental Development

Agile development is a method of developing applications that is being increasingly
adopted by commercial software companies. In a 2009 Forrester/Dr. Dobbs Global
Technographics Survey, 35% identified agile as their development methodology, while
waterfall was identified by only 13%. On the Government side, the Defense Information
Systems Agency recommends using “‘time to market’ as a controlling criterion with regard
to the acquisition of IT” (Cooperative Review from Business Executives for National
Security, 2008).
Agile emphasizes iterative development, incremental releases of capability and close
collaboration between developers and users. While it should not be considered
automatically superior to traditional waterfall methods for every project, it is a highly
productive technique that is significantly underutilized by the Government. Delivering IT
capabilities in smaller increments was cited as a priority by 48% of the leaders we
interviewed with Government IT experience, more than any other topic except increased
communication with industry (discussed in 2.4, Engagement).
Chief among the benefits of agile/incremental development are increasing the return on
taxpayer investment through faster deployment of capability and reducing rework through
faster and more effective interaction with users. These aspects of agile are discussed in
more detail below. But agile/incremental development also has an important technology
benefit that bears emphasizing here.
Driven by the consumer market, IT is advancing at unprecedented rates, typically
measured in the number of months it takes to double a given capacity. Such rates far
outpace the traditional Government acquisition cycle. Agile/incremental development,
with its shorter cycles, is one way that the Government can do a better job of keeping pace
with advancements in IT. This is especially important with respect to cloud computing,
software as a service and the integration of commercial off-the-shelf (COTS) software into
Government applications.
Cloud computing and software as a service are accelerating the shift from client-server to
web-based applications. Agile/incremental development is well-suited to exploit this trend,
but it is important to keep in mind that simply applying agile to the development of a
client-server application will not lessen the risk that the application will become outdated
prematurely. Similarly, COTS integration is a powerful tool for delivering capability rapidly
and affordably, but the mere use of agile development to do the integration will not protect
against the cost and schedule impacts of high levels of customization of the COTS software
code.
Figure 2-2 presents an overview of our recommendation for promoting agile/incremental
development, showing the obstacles that stand in the way and the actions that OMB,
individual agencies and industry can take to overcome those obstacles.
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Figure 2-2. Implementation Actions for Promoting Agile/Incremental Development
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2.2.1 Obstacles
Outdated Acquisition Infrastructure. Most of the policies, procedures and practices that
are used on major IT acquisitions date back to the 1990s, 1980s or even earlier. The way
projects are budgeted, planned and executed assumes an extended waterfall development
that:
 Focuses on adhering to a detailed process
 Is not directly concerned with delivering mission/business results
 Assumes the solution being developed is unaffected by external changes in
technology or user requirements
Such an infrastructure is poorly suited to supporting the iterative, incremental and
collaborative processes of agile/incremental development. This is particularly true of the
lengthy budget process, in which it can take as long as three years to define a requirement
well enough to request funding. The burden of preparing for the release of funding for IT
projects is so significant that agency managers are incentivized to buy IT capabilities in
large, long-term lots.
Workforce Readiness. The Federal IT workforce—for both Government and
contractors—has been trained and has grown up in this agile-unfriendly acquisition
infrastructure. Many of them have little or no familiarity with agile processes, and few
have experience using them. In addition to this lack of understanding and experience, it is
likely that some in the workforce may initially perceive the agile/incremental approach as
disruptive or threatening.
Preference for Customization over Process Reengineering. Commercial companies
develop their products for the private sector market, not for the Government, and
Government agencies have many unique requirements, driven by the scale, diversity and
criticality of their missions, and often by internal regulatory requirements. It is thus
necessary for them to require a significant amount of customization to be performed on
commercial software in many cases, even though that work can be time-consuming and
expensive. But because users typically resist changing their mission/business processes to
accommodate existing COTS capabilities, the Government often requires customization
even in cases where it would be more cost-effective to change the process involved.
Specification-Focused Requirements. Too often, requirements emerge from the
technology initially identified as addressing the mission/business need. This results in
requirements that are too detailed and restrictive (often including page after page of
specifications) which impairs the program’s ability to use agile/incremental development.
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2.2.2 Actions
Publish a Common Definition of Agile Development. Promulgating a common approach
to agile development for IT procurement by Federal agencies is essential. OMB should issue
new non-mandatory guidance and templates on how to undertake agile IT development
programs. That guidance should include the following elements:
 Developing requirements for a system architecture
 Identifying an initial operating capability
 Keeping individual requirements under configuration management
 Planning for software and hardware releases at frequent increments
 Identifying sets of requirements to be included in each software release
 Ensuring that each software item is scheduled for a specific release date
In addition, a process should be developed for Government and industry to work together
in the initial stages of a project to come up with a percentage-of-capability/year plan
appropriate to that project.
Modify the Exhibit 300 Process. OMB should modify the Exhibit 300 process under OMB
Circular A-11 to promote incremental reviews and make it more conducive to
agile/incremental development. The exhibit should be streamlined to its most essential
elements, and it should become a “living” document to be updated periodically as
increments are rolled out and reviewed by OMB during TechStat or similar meetings.
Fund at Levels Consistent with COTS/Shorter Cycles. The agile IT acquisition approach
defined by OMB must be matched by a budgeting process that is similarly agile. Within the
confines of the budgeting process established in statute, OMB needs to issue guidance that
would remove the barriers to the initiation of projects appropriate to agile’s more limited
performance objectives and schedules and provide sufficient flexibility in the use of
different funding accounts to allow the projects to succeed.
The OMB funding process also needs to incorporate a funding approach that pressures
agencies to follow strategies of Business Process Reengineering (BPR) using COTS or
application development strategies using shorter-term increments. With respect to COTS
projects, OMB should limit funding to a level consistent with a BPR+COTS strategy rather
than a COTS+customization one. With respect to shorter-cycle projects, OMB could use the
apportionment process to incentivize incremental funding during the year—if the budget
process drives all funding up front, apportionments can be used to tie resources to
incremental releases. In addition, projects that involve releases over multiple budget years
could be linked to appropriations language that allows carryover of funding, such as
through establishment of a working capital fund reviewed periodically consistent with each
release cycle.
Task CIO/CAO Councils to Build Templates and Training. OMB process changes alone,
however, will not deliver a new effective agile IT development. The key to successful
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implementation will be detailed actions by the agencies coordinated through the CIO/CAO
Council. OMB should assign the CIO/CAO Council joint responsibility for constructing
detailed templates for executing agile IT development projects. The Council should develop
flexible guidelines for agencies to use in establishing common infrastructures or
architectures for end user applications. In addition, guidelines and templates should be
developed that promote the use of Statements of Objectives in lieu of specification-heavy
Statements of Work for acquisitions where agile/incremental development is appropriate.
Shifting agency cultures to effective use of a new agile approach will require transforming
the basis of training of senior IT acquisition managers from large-scale, multi-year
programs to the development and procurement of IT in small, simpler increments in a
COTS/Open Source marketplace.
Contract For Agile/Incremental Development. A major challenge in structuring
agile/incremental IT acquisition will be developing the appropriate governance
model. Three points are particularly important here. First, to prevent requirements creep,
the governance model should include a series of milestones tied to key points of
functionality developed under evolving open architectures with effective feedback loops
among the user community, IT technical experts, procurement officials and industry.
Second, to preserve continuity and avoid rework, the model should prefer the use of the
same prime contractor to develop every increment (as long as the contractor performs at
the required level). Third, as noted by the Defense Science Board’s Task Force on the
Acquisition of IT (2009), “contracting vehicles need to be devised that are flexible enough
to support [the] agile process.”
Share Best Practices. The CIO/CAO Councils should share best practices as well. RFPs
should be structured to promote agile development, with requirements for this established
in OMB policy or eventually a FAR provision. Mechanisms must be developed within
agencies to allow for the necessary greater interaction in the incremental model between
the agencies and individual vendors, including small business. One focus area should be
achieving the right balance between COTS and customization in agile acquisition.
Customization may be vital for certain mission critical requirements, but agencies should
avoid tailoring to provide capabilities of only marginal value. Existing vendor/government
agreements may already include the products or features necessary to enable an agency to
move quickly and avoid adding more complexity to a program.
Advocate Agile Development. Industry has a role to play in promoting agile IT. In
particular, vendors will need to urge agencies toward incremental approaches during the
pre-RFP phase of the IT acquisition process and to provide feedback on any mismatch
between emerging agency requirements and a more agile development and procurement
strategy.
Align Industry Capabilities. Industry should realign its own capabilities to serve the new
model. Companies will need to shift resources from internal systems integration software
development to a more externally focused COTS product awareness and monitoring
activity. As part of the capability alignment to support agile IT development, prime
contractors should encourage subcontractors participation in implementation meetings
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with agency customers to foster awareness of existing capabilities and help agencies
achieve optimum COTS-customization balance.

2.2.3 Benefits
The benefits of agile/incremental development can be seen in the results of a survey of
commercial IT developers published in the June 2008 issue of Dr. Dobb’s Journal and cited
by Scott Ambler, Chief Methodologist for Agile and Lean at IBM, in discussing the
effectiveness of the methodology (www.agilemodeling.com/essays/proof.htm).
Survey respondents compared agile to other methodologies and rated it as follows:
 Productivity—82% rated it somewhat or much higher
 Business Stakeholder Satisfaction—78% somewhat or much higher
 Quality—77% somewhat or much higher
 System Development Cost—72% somewhat or much lower
For the Government, we believe that the benefits of increased agile/incremental
development will concentrate in the areas of:
“Faster to Field” Deployment. By building projects around 6-month to 2-year deployment
milestones, reaching for near–term capabilities and setting funding levels appropriate for
COTS-based development approaches, users in agencies would be more likely to see faster
fielding of discrete IT capabilities.
Lower Risk. Feedback from users based on early fielding of capabilities would improve the
speed of clarification of requirements for later phases as technology and understanding of
user needs evolve. Reducing the scope and the ambition of projects by breaking them into
smaller increments and milestones would also ease the ability to monitor and repair
programs that are starting to get off track. Killing non-performing programs would be
much less costly to agencies and to industry partners.
Less Rework and Lower Cost. If effective governance measures are put in place to
prevent requirements creep, acquiring IT in increments with near–term milestones and
deliverables should greatly increase the stability of requirements, which is a major driver
of costs.
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2.2.4 Performance Measures
As noted above, the key to implementing successful agile acquisition strategies for IT will
involve clearly defining the elements of agile IT acquisition and then building
organizations, workforce capabilities and processes to support them. Once implementation
has progressed sufficiently, OMB, working through the Federal agencies, needs to establish
a set of benchmarks to measure the effectiveness of the new incremental approach.
The obvious metrics of performance of the new approach are schedule, the degree of
rework needed in a program to achieve required performance capabilities and the degree
to which the program is within budgeted costs. Agencies can then combine these gross
measurements of program performance with a consistent approach to root cause analysis
for negative performance based on these metrics.
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2.3

Strengthen Risk Management

Risk management is an element of program management, discussed in Section 2.1, and one
of the benefits of agile/incremental development, discussed in Section 2.2. We provide a
separate recommendation regarding risk management because of its importance in
ensuring that the sizable investments in time and money required to acquire major IT
systems produce commensurate mission or business results.
While it is impossible to eliminate all risk from a large and complex acquisition, disciplined
risk management can minimize the probability of an adverse event occurring and/or
having a severe impact if it does occur. To accomplish this, it is essential for the program
management team to include a senior leader who “owns” risk management. As specified by
GAO, this includes:
• Establishing and implementing a written plan and defined process for risk
identification, analysis and mitigation
• Assigning responsibility for managing risks to key stakeholders
• Encouraging program-wide participation in risk management
• Examining the status of identified risks during program milestone reviews
Figure 2-3 presents an overview of our recommendation for strengthening risk
management, demonstrating the obstacles that stand in the way and the actions that OMB,
individual agencies and industry can take to overcome those obstacles.

2.3.1 Obstacles
It is clear from agency, OMB and GAO reviews—not to mention media coverage—that a
notable number of major IT acquisitions have experienced significant failures in risk
management. This is by no means a recent phenomenon, but in fact has been a persistent
problem for years if not decades.
It is not surprising that risk management poses a significant challenge for the development
of major IT systems, given the size, complexity and interconnections of both the systems
themselves and the business processes they support. This is especially true in the Federal
Government, where the scale, mission requirements and number of stakeholders often far
exceed their counterparts in the private sector. Nevertheless, with all the attention that
major acquisitions receive, why do some critical risks to cost, schedule or performance
escape effective management control?
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Figure 2-3. Implementation Actions for Strengthening Risk Management

We have identified three principal obstacles to increasing the effectiveness of risk
management for Federal IT programs:
Lack of Perceived Value. Generally speaking, risk management is perceived on
Government IT programs as an outcome of overall program management, rather than as a
valuable activity in its own right.
Lack of Management Focus. As a result of this perception, no one on the project team
takes ownership of risk management or makes it a priority.
Compliance Misalignment. Compliance with security, contracting, financial,
environmental and other enterprise requirements is essential to every Government
program. However, it is also essential that cost, schedule and performance requirements be
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met as well. All too often, compliance organizations focus only on their own requirements
and are indifferent to the mission or business objectives of the project.

2.3.2 Actions
We have identified four key actions that can be taken to help overcome these obstacles and
strengthen risk management on IT projects. These are:
Reinvent Independent Review. The traditional role of an Independent Validation and
Verification (IV&V) contractor is to provide a third-party audit of program products and
procedures. It evaluates the “past performance” of the program at a given milestone, but
does not address management of future risk. A new role for Independent Risk Review (IRR)
should be established on major IT projects in which a third-party would provide
Government and contractor management with an ongoing assessment of cost, schedule and
performance risk. The IRR role should be “end to end”—starting with the initial acquisition
planning and continuing through the completion of deployment.
Make Compliance Integral to Project Performance. Rather than being “bolted on” to the
project in multiple, disjointed layers, representatives from all compliance organizations
responsible for a given project should be unified into a single compliance board. The
Compliance Board, in turn, should share in accountability, not just for project compliance,
but for project performance as well. So, for example, members of the board would have a
stake in getting compliance approvals in time to meet project milestones.
Enhance Risk Management Tool Set. Federal IT projects should make better use of risk
management tools provided by modern management practices and technology. One such
tool is risk register software, which automates such risk management functions as
decomposition, assessment, tracking and response. Risk registers typically include a
description of each risk and potential impacts should the risk occur, the probability of its
occurrence and a summary of responses with a mitigation plan.
Employ Teams of Experts to Assist When Needed. Some companies in the Federal IT
industry have had notable success using teams of experts to supplement their project staff.
This should become a standard practice throughout the industry. Such teams can bring a
higher level of insight and experience to the project and provide not just analysis and
advice but hands-on assistance.

2.3.3 Benefits
The benefits of the recommended actions for strengthening risk management include:
 Proactive mitigation of risks
 Earlier detection and resolution of problems
 Better, more controlled trade-offs of objectives when required
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2.3.4 Performance Measures
Managing risk from the beginning of the procurement and throughout the lifecycle is
crucial to identifying issues, mitigating risks and preventing problems. Risk management is
performed in collaboration with contractors and Government personnel, as well as other
stakeholders who often bring a unique perspective and insight into risks. To measure the
effectiveness and success of the risk management process, measures might include metrics
associated with the number of:
 Green, yellow and red programs
 Program successes versus cancellations
 “Surprises” that require executive or congressional oversight
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2.4

Enhance Internal and External Engagement

Seventy-eight percent of our Government-experienced interviewees cited improved
engagement with industry as a top priority, far more than any other topic. It was also cited
by 60% of industry-experienced interviewees. And poor engagement and communication
are frequently mentioned in IT industry forums as one of the main reasons that IT projects
fail.
The need for greater engagement and communication is not new. In response to similar
concerns raised in the 1990s, the FAR was revised to promote the exchange of information
between industry and the Government in order to better identify and communicate
Government mission needs, obstacles to meeting those needs, existing industry capabilities
and potential innovations.
This need is clearest prior to issuance of an RFP. According to a Government interviewee,
“We need to have a fuller dialogue about the requirements and the contract expectations
than is currently done during the acquisition process, including consistent interaction
among the parties during the pre-award stages as long as no competitive advantage
accrued to any of the competing parties.”
But engagement is not just a Government-industry issue. It is equally important that
stakeholders engage internally with each other to ensure that organizational and functional
boundaries do not get in the way of effective collaboration and management.
A program’s ultimate success may depend on how clearly Government can communicate its
needs to industry, how well it understands industry’s capabilities and how effectively IT,
end user and contracting personnel engage with each other over the life of the program. If
internal and external engagement is handled successfully, then Government and industry
should be getting progressively smarter on mission/business outcomes, constraints,
technology possibilities, risk issues and tradeoffs.
Figure 2-4 presents an overview of our recommendation for enhancing internal and
external engagement, showing the obstacles that stand in the way and the actions that
OMB, individual agencies and industry can take to overcome those obstacles.

2.4.1 Obstacles
There are five primary obstacles that impede effective internal and external engagement:
Process Does Not Encourage Dialogue. Currently the process does not prohibit dialogue
between industry and Government, but it doesn’t encourage dialogue either. The
Government culture has become risk-averse. Concerns with protests, and additional
oversight and processes, often drive extended timelines during acquisition and execution
phases of a program. This behavior inhibits stakeholders from talking more within
Government and with industry, so as not to extend these timelines further. This is not a
wise time economy for the Government.
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Perceived Conflict of Interest (COI) with Contractor and Concern for Favoritism.
Notwithstanding the significant flexibility that Government and industry participants have
to share information and collaborate, there often remains a reluctance to engage in one-onone and other beneficial communications based on concern that the communication could
give rise to perceived conflicts of interest or claims of unfair competitive advantages that
may subject the participants to a bid protest.
Lack of Means and Commitment for Engaging with End Users. There is no established
means for members of an acquisition team to bring end users into the planning or
development processes, and no consistent emphasis on the importance of doing so.
Geographic dispersal can make this problem particularly acute. Focus groups are an
excellent tool for engaging with users, but misperceptions regarding the requirements of
the Paperwork Reduction Act (PRA) can wrongly steer acquisition teams away from using
it.
Loss of Competitive/Proprietary Strategy. From an industry perspective, there is a fear
of disclosing too much information that will be revealed as a result of FOIA. Companies
tend to be reluctant to share information during the acquisition process that could reveal
current or future capabilities and weaken their competitive position. “During the RFI
process, industry is sometimes unwilling to talk; they don’t want to give up their
competitive advantage”, is the way one Government interviewee put it.
Reluctance to Deliver Bad News. It is obvious that both Government and industry would
benefit as a whole from an increased willingness by industry to deliver bad news on
program performance as quickly as possible, so that problems can be addressed before
they develop into major difficulties. However, the threat of negative financial or pastperformance consequences makes industry reluctant to reveal problems until they are too
large to avoid raising.
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Figure 2-4. Implement Actions for Enhancing Internal & External Engagement
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2.4.2 Actions
We have identified a number of actions that can be taken to help overcome these obstacles
and enhance internal and external engagement. These are:
Endorse FAR Compliant Communication. OMB should issue a memorandum to Deputy
Secretaries, Chief Acquisition Officers, Senior Procurement Executives and Chief
Information Officers reminding agencies of language in the FAR encouraging a broad range
of permissible communications aimed at obtaining the best industry solutions to meet the
Government’s needs. This includes, for example:
 One-on-one communication with potential vendors prior to issuance of an RFP
 Explanation of the difference between OCI issues (involving contractors being paid
by the Government to help it with an acquisition) and voluntary, uncompensated
pre-RFP communication between a range of potential bidders and the Government
about the acquisition
 The use of oral proposals and presentations to enhance the agency’s understanding
of the proposed solution
 Verbal negotiations and exchanges after proposals have been evaluated, including
bargaining techniques aimed at obtaining an offeror’s best solution in terms of most
efficiently satisfying the Government’s requirements
 The importance of meaningful post-award debriefings in helping offerors improve
their proposals for future competitions and reducing the number of protests filed
for the purpose of learning the award rationale
The above possibilities, and the advantages to the Government of making use of them,
should also be emphasized by the Administrator of the Office of Federal Procurement
Policy in discussions and interactions with Government officials.
Specific elements of the FAR that should be covered in the memo include:
 FAR 15.306, which expressly permits agencies to “bargain” with offerors. This
“includes persuasion, alteration of assumptions and positions, give-and-take and
may apply to price, schedule, technical requirements, type of contract or other terms
of a proposed contract.”
 FAR 15.306(d), which permits discussions to be “tailored to each offeror’s proposal”
with the “primary objective [being] to maximize the Government’s ability to obtain
best value.”
Develop a Campaign on Federal Procurement Do’s and Don’ts. The current culture of
fear in the Government in a large part is due to miscommunication and misunderstanding
of Federal procurement policies. A targeted campaign within the Federal Government to
dispel myths, state rules and encourage FAR compliant communication can change the riskadverse culture to one of empowering acquisition professionals. This campaign can provide
FAQs, tools and resources to assist all stakeholder’s in the acquisition process.
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Facilitate User Focus Groups Throughout the Acquisition Lifecycle. Focus groups of
end users should be used more frequently to collect input on system requirements and
mission/business results. To overcome misperceptions regarding the PRA in this context,
both acquisition teams and industry need to better understand how the act applies to:
 Focus groups consisting solely of Federal employees. Such groups are not subject to
the PRA and would be especially relevant for internal Government systems (e.g., HR,
finance)
 Focus groups of end users outside Government (citizens) conducted or sponsored
by a Federal agency. Groups involving ten or more members of the public require
PRA approval, but OMB could encourage general approvals for these groups that
would allow agencies to obtain approval for a specific group quickly through a
streamlined process
 Focus groups conducted or sponsored solely by a non-Federal third-party entity. As
long as the third-party does this on its own, without being asked or encouraged to
do so by a Federal agency, its activity does not require approval under the PRA. If
the findings are made public, Federal agencies can learn from them as well
In any of these cases, the focus group would then pass this input on to the acquisition team.
This process would fit well with agile/incremental development, where it could be used to
evaluate prototypes and newly delivered capabilities and to suggest either modifications of
the new increment during the next increment or additional capabilities end users would
like to see in the next increment.
Promote Collaboration on Requirements as They Are Being Developed. Agency
acquisition teams should take fuller advantage of industry’s understanding of technology
alternatives and advances by increasing their engagement with industry during the
requirements development process. Government procures products and services from
industry when industry is best suited to perform the required functions. But, as observed
by one Government interviewee, the Government needs “to recognize what we don’t know
and ask for help. Once we get the help, we need to accurately write specifications and
requirements.” Collaborating prior to finalizing the RFP will clarify requirements,
minimize the number of questions, reduce the number of RFP amendments and ultimately
lead to better solutions being proposed by industry.
Require Review of RFPs by All Stakeholders Prior to Issuance. “There is a lack of clear
communication between those setting requirements and those in the acquisition process
turning requirements into evaluation criteria and contract specifications,” according to the
final report of the House Armed Services Committee Panel on Defense Acquisition Reform
(2010). RFP reviews by stakeholders should be consistently applied across the Federal
Government.
Increase Dialogue through Each Phase of Acquisition and Execution Lifecycle. During
the acquisition process, there should be more one-on-one Q&A sessions with contractors
prior to RFP release. After release, oral presentations should be required all bidders. After
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award, dialogue should increase to address shifts in mission needs, technology and
capabilities since the acquisition began.
Engage "Special Masters” to Referee Discussions between Government and Industry.
The concept borrows from the civil litigation process of engaging qualified independent
third parties to oversee aspects of litigation, from complex discovery to mediation or
arbitration. In the procurement context, the parties to a particular RFP (agency and
bidders or potential bidders) could agree to engage the services of an independent third
party to oversee in person negotiations to ensure the fairness of the discussions. One-onone discussion between the Government and the vendor will allow the Government to
receive more straightforward feedback from industry and assuage industry’s concerns by
providing a forum that allows industry to speak candidly without risking disclosing trade
secrets to the competition.
This would allow the Government to get more direct feedback about requirements from
industry because the meetings could be conducted with one vendor at a time (as opposed
to industry day where everyone is present and no one speaks). This wouldn't require
legislative change. It would require the consent of the parties, and qualified referees.
Increase Forthright Assessments by Industry of the Government’s Procurement
Approaches. During pre-RFP one-on-one discussions, potential bidders have an obligation
to forthrightly discuss shortcomings in the Government’s approach, including
requirements that are more stringent than is cost-effective. In particular, industry should
bring technical personnel and not just business development personnel to these
discussions.
Foster a “No Fear Zone” Environment for Bringing Forth Potential Problems. To help
overcome industry reluctance to provide early indications of potential problems, OMB
should pilot TechStat reviews with the prime contractor, but only on the condition that
there be a candid exchange in which the contractor brought forward concerns and
suggestions for mitigation or improvement. As one Government interviewee stated,
“Mistakes need to be sought out earlier and presented; we need to get away from punishing
for mistakes.”
The discussions in TechStat are private, which provides a "safe zone" for bringing up
issues. However, OMB should make it clear that if new problems are raised during
TechStat discussions by an agency (or a contractor, if our recommendation is acted on),
OMB will first work collegially with the agency to solve those problems, before taking any
corrective or other negative action. As a general rule, this initial period could last six
months, but this could be shortened or lengthened based on circumstances so long the new
period is transparent to the key stakeholders.
Share Industry Best Practices and Lessons Learned with the Government. Each
contract should capture lessons learned across all its programs, turn them into best
practices and share them with the Government. This practice will provide an important
source of information and insight regarding the strengths and weaknesses of innovations
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and alternative approaches. In particular, the “cross-pollination“ of lessons learned and
best practices will be a valuable resource in assessing the effectiveness of the
recommendations and actions presented in this report.
Promote Rotational Assignments with Industry. This action will lay the foundation for
increased collaboration and deepen Government’s and industry’s mutual understanding of
the other side’s best practices and perspectives.

2.4.3 Benefits
The key benefits of taking the above mentioned actions to enhance internal and external
engagement include:
 More accurate requirements
 More transparency
 Better alignment with user expectations

2.4.4 Performance Measures
Performance measures for engagement, communication and collaboration include:
 Costs associated with resolving issues and monitoring performance
 Effectiveness of problem solving (time required, number of occurrences, etc)
 Adherence to schedule and success in meeting milestones
 More appropriate requirements/contractual provisions
 Innovation, new efficiencies and productivity
 Reduction in projects failing for same root cause
 End user satisfaction
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Section 3 – Call to Action
The key measure of the effectiveness of this report is the extent to which actions are taken
to move forward on our recommendations—developing a professional management
capability, promoting agile/incremental development, strengthening risk management and
enhancing internal and external engagement. Figure 3-1 is our “call to action” to create
this forward movement.
In the figure we suggest who would be involved and when the initial phase of the action
should be completed by. But we view this, and in fact the entire report, as a first step in
what we hope will be an ongoing collaboration with the Government. So we would
welcome the opportunity to refine and strengthen this plan through discussion with the
Government.
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Figure 3-1. Implementation Action Responsibility and Milestones

Action
Publish a Common Definition of Agile Development
Endorse FAR Compliant Communication
Advocate Agile Development
Enhance Risk Management Tool Set
Develop a Campaign on Federal Procurement Do’s and
Don’ts
Modify the Exhibit 300 Process
Ensure Seamless Transition from Capture Team to
Execution
Match PM Capability with Program Mission/Lifecycle
Align Industry Capabilities
Capture Lessons Learned Across Program, Turn Them
into Best Practices
Promote Rotational Assignments with Industry
Increase Forthright Assessments by Industry of the
Government’s Procurement Approach
Create a Formal Program Management Career Track
Actively Use Technology to Foster a Program
Management Community
Fund at Level Consistent With COTS/Shorter Cycles
Reinvent Independent Review
Promote Industry Collaboration on Requirements
Development
Require Review of RFPs by All Stakeholders Prior to
Issuance
Foster a “No Fear Zone”
Develop a Reward and Recognition System for
Outstanding Program Leadership
Assign a Dedicated, Integrated, Cross-Functional Program
Team
Align IT Strategy with Mission Requirements
Share Best Practices
Make Compliance Integral to Project Performance
Increase Dialogue Through Each Phase of Lifecycle
Employ Teams of Experts to Assist When Needed
Facilitate User Focus Groups
Establish a Program Management Leadership Academy
Cross-train the IT, Mission, Financial Management, and
Acquisition Leadership Team Members
Task CIO/CAO Councils to Build Templates and Training
Contract For Agile
rd
Engage “Special Masters” (Neutral 3 Parties) to Oversee
Discussions between Government and Industry
Assign a Single Dedicated, Knowledgeable, and
Authoritative Program Manager from Start to Finish
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Section 4 – Conclusion
As the Government works to acquire complex IT systems within challenging time and cost
constraints, it must also contend with rapid technological change and a difficult economic
environment in which budget pressures continue to mount. To meet these challenges, the
Government needs to find ways of making the acquisition process deliver IT capabilities
faster and more effectively. This report provides actionable recommendations that will
help the Government accomplish that goal.
In making these recommendations, the GTO-21 Commission realizes that they stand with
similar recommendations made in previous assessments of the Government’s IT
acquisition process. There is in fact substantial agreement within the Federal IT community
around recommendations like these, but even after many years they have not been
sufficiently implemented. That is why our report focuses on specific actions that OMB, the
agencies and industry can take to overcome obstacles that could impede the
implementation of our recommendations to:
 Develop a professional management capability
 Promote agile/incremental development
 Strengthen risk management
 Enhance internal and external collaboration
It is our hope that OMB, agency CIOs, Federal IT contractors and all other members of the
Federal IT community will find value in these recommendations. We especially hope that
they will act on our suggestions for initiating their implementation and that in so doing will
better enable the Government to realize the growing opportunities offered by information
technology in the 21st century.
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